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to Africa

Having launched two more advanced Yamal satellites at the end of last year, Gazprom Space Systems
OJSC (GSS) now expects a nearly 50 % boost to its revenues in 2013. The company sees a lot
of business potential in Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. GSS CEO Dmitry SEVASTIYANOV
told Standard’s correspondent Dmitry PETROVSKY about the domestic and international business
opportunities being eyed by GSS.

– The launches of the two
Yamal-200 satellites were
followed by a nine-year lull.
How will the market and GSS’
marketing strategy change
after the newest launches?
– The new launches were
a tremendous, much awaited
breakthrough, but also
a major challenge. In the
H:KLÁ ͭÁ ͱJÁ Á Q>:JKÁ ͱMJÁ <ͱF
pany’s operator business has
been driven solely by opti
mizing the load on our exist
ing satellites. The Yamal
constellation capacity is now
2.5 times more since the
2:F:E ͭ$Á ͮͬÁ LJ:GKHͱG=>JKÁ
>IMBN:E>GLÁ LͱÁ ͭÁ &!RÁ O:KÁ
launched on November 3,
ͬͬ Á ?ͱEEͱO>=Á ;QÁ LA>Á 2:F:E
ͬÁ Á >IMBN:E>GLÁ LJ:GKHͱG
=>JKÁ ͱGÁ Ͱ><>F;>JÁ  Á (MJÁ
highest priority now is to
sell as much of this new

capacity as we can, as soon
as possible.
-A>Á 2:F:E ͭ$Á O>GLÁ BGLͱÁ
operation with a high initial
load, thanks to our proac
tive prelaunch sales. This sat
ellite has augmented our
:KK>LKÁ :LÁ Á Á :Á <JM<B:EÁ HͱKB
tion for our space fleet and
LA>Á +MKKB:GÁ F:JD>LHE:<> Á 0>Á
began to explore that particu
lar orbital position as far back
:KÁ Á OBLAÁ LA>Á 2:F:E Á
satellite. Development con
tinued with the launch of the
2:F:E ͬÁ BGÁ ͬͭ Á ÁÁ
BKÁ :Á KͱM@AL :?L>JÁ ͱJ;BL:EÁ KEͱL Á
much used by television
broadcasters and broadband
HJͱNB=>JKÁ BGÁ +MKKB: Á 'ͱÁ OͱG
=>JÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͭ$ KÁ OB=>Á
KA:H>=Á ;>:FKÁ BGÁ LA>Á  Á :G=Á
$M ;:G=KÁ A:=Á ;>>GÁ ;ͱͱD>=Á
well before the launch; when
the satellite went into its orbit

it was able to begin opera
LBͱGÁ :LÁ ͮÁґ Á ͱ?Á <:H:<BLQÁ JB@ALÁ
away. There is still available
Á< :H:<BLQÁ BGÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͭ$ KÁ
elliptical beam, pointed at
MJͱH>:GÁ +MKKB:Á :G=Á 0>KLÁ
Siberia, but it’s going fast.
Lamentable as they are, failed
and delayed launches of other
+MKKB:GÁ K:L>EEBL>KÁ ͱGEQÁ ?M>EÁ
demand for capacity on the
Á2:F:E Áͭ $
.GEBD>Á LA>Á 2:F:E ͭ$ Á LA>Á
2:F:E ͬÁ BKÁ ?ͱ<MK>=Á FͱJ>Á
on the international mar
D>L Á JͱMG=Á Áґ Á ͱ?Á BLKÁ <:H:<
ity is due to beams directed
Áͱ MLKB=>Á Á+ MKKB:
– +B>OIVà Ӱà LCà $00¨à Oà BSBKRBPà
comes from overseas
markets. Will the company’s
international business expand
with the new satellites
in orbit?

– -A>Á 2:F:E ͬͬ Á OAB<AÁ A:KÁ
ͱH>J:L>=Á :LÁ ÁÁ KBG<>Á ͬͭ Á
covering all of Europe, the
Middle East, and South and
Southeast Asia – is much
in demand and fully booked.
This was the satellite gener
ating the bulk of GSS’ inter
national revenues at the end
of 2012. We have a succes
sor in the pipeline for it.
-A>Á 2:F:E ͬͬÁ KL:G=KÁ LͱÁ ;>Á
replaced by a much more
HͱO>J?MEÁ 2:F:E Á BGÁ >:JEQÁ
ͬ Á OAB<AÁ OBEEÁ KAͱJ>Á MHÁ
ͱMJÁ  ;:G=Á <MKLͱF>JÁ ;:K> Á
and will boost our domes
LB<Á ;MKBG>KKÁ BGÁ LA>Á Á$ M Á Á: G=Á
Á$ : Á; :G=K
-A>Á 2:F:E ͬ Á ͱMJÁ FͱKLÁ
power ful satellite to date,
operates at the orbital posi
tion of 55° E, which is a new
position for GSS. Its five
;>:FKÁ <ͱN>JÁ +MKKB: Á MJͱH> Á
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LA>Á &B==E>Á :KL Á :G=Á ,M;
Saharan Africa. Customers
will need some time to get
accustomed to the new spot
:G=Á G>OÁ K:L>EEBL> Á "GÁ +MKKB: Á
where we also wanted to
get our customers to feel
comfor table with a satellite
asset at 55° E, GSS rented
the Astra 1F satellite from
global operator SES and set
it to work at that same posi
LBͱGÁ ?ͱJÁ Á FͱGLAK Á ͱN>JBG@Á
LA>Á MJͱH>:GÁ H:J LÁ ͱ?Á +MKKB: Á
the Astra 1F brought us
new customers and thus
secured enough business for
LA>Á 2:F:E ͬÁ LͱÁ KL:J LÁ OBLAÁ
BGÁ +MKKB: Á EEÁ KLJ:ÁÁ Á< EB>GLKÁ
KOBL<A>=Á LͱÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͬ Á
loading nearly a quar ter
of the new satellite’s capac
BLQ Á =>=B<:L>=Á LͱÁ +MKKB: Á
right away. The new chal
lenge for us is to sell the
2:F:E ͬ KÁ BGL>JG:LBͱG:E Á
beams. However, the satel
lite’s competitive parameters
and its high quality capacity
make us feel confident about
international sales.

telepor ts are focused to
operate in Africa.
There are plenty of cus
LͱF>JKÁ ?ͱJÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͬ KÁ
southern beam, which has
good coverage of all Central,
East, and South Africa
and has connection with
Europe.
– What does GSS do to get
a foothold in new markets?
– We make an effort in our
new markets to raise aware
ness of our company and
what we have to offer. GSS
has recently set up a new
sales department, which
will focus exclusively on the
emerging economies. We
try to never miss a chance
to meet our potential cus
tomers face to face. This

“

– Does the Yamal-402
cover Africa? What are
some of the challenges and
nuances of doing business
in Africa?
– Competition is pretty
tough between satellite
operators in Africa. All the
major global satellite oper
ators a have solid presence
in Africa – Intelsat, SES,
Eutelsat, and Telesat, as
well as some strong regional
operators. Demand for sat
ellite communications and
broadcasting far exceeded
KMHHEQÁ BGÁ LA>Á FB= ͬK Á
In just two years, star ting
BGÁ ͬ Á ͭÁ ÁK :L>EEBL>Á ͱH>J:
tors launched or transferred
from other positions about
20 satellites with beams cov
>JBG@Á ,M; ,:A:J:GÁ ?JB<: Á
More than 200 transpon
ders were added to enhance
capacity during that time,
while coastal Africa became
entangled in a maze of pow
er ful submerged fiber optic
cables. However, inner
Africa, which does not have
so many access networks,
still needs satellite ser vices
ver y much. Numerous large
NGOs operate in Africa, as
do mining, oil, gas, shipping,
and logistics companies.
The majority of European

– What is the estimated
payback period for the
Yamal-402, and what is its
lifetime?
– A modern telecom sat
ellite typically takes about
five years to pay for itself.
-A>Á 2:F:E ͬÁ A:KÁ ;>>GÁ
in commercial use since
last Februar y. An abnormal
launch has lost us 3.5 years,
but the satellite still has 11.5
years of active life ahead.
This is quite enough time for
EͱG@ L>JFÁ ÁH JͱC><LKÁ Áͱ ?Á Á: GQÁ
nature.
– How will GSS use the
insurance money it received
for the Yamal-402’s irregular
launch?
– The insurance indemnifi
<:LBͱGÁ ͱ?Á ÄͭÁ FBEEBͱGÁ OBEEÁ ;>Á

About one third of Gazprom Space
Systems’ revenues comes from
international sales”

helps to build trust and elim
inate bias. Last May, GSS
visited the Satcom Africa expo
BGÁ #ͱA:GG>K;MJ@ Á ,ͱMLAÁ ?JB<: Á
Coming up next is AfricaCom
in Cape Town in November.
We urge our customers to
give our satellite asset a try
so they can fully appreciate it.
We are probing the markets
in South and Southeast Asia
OBLAÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͬ ÁK Á KL>>J
able beam.
,ͱÁ ?:J Á LA>Á 2:F:E ͬÁ A:KÁ
been positioned on the inter
national market mostly as
a satellite for telecom pro
NB=>JKÁ HͱBGL Lͱ HͱBGLÁ <A:G
nels, VSAT services, Internet
:<<>KK Á <ͱGL>GLÁ ÁL J:GK?>J Á >L<  Á
But there is no reason for this
satellite not to accommodate
TV packages at some point,
including DTH platforms. The
2:F:E ͬÁ BKÁ ÁH ͱO>J?MEÁ >GͱM@AÁ
for this.
– How soon are you planning
to fully load both new
satellites?
– We expect the loading pro
cess to accelerate in late
ͬͭÁ ͱJÁ >:JEQÁ ͬ Á :G=Á O>Á
plan to reach full load by the
beginning of 2015.

used, first of all, to ser vice
the investment loans we took
out to pay for the satellite.
We also want to invest some
of the money in replace
ment and development of our
satellite fleet.
-A>Á 2:F:E Á K:L>EEBL>Á
is a large part of our orbital
infra structure development
plans. The satellite will be
built by Thales Alenia Space,
which won Gazprom’s tender,
and launched by Proton.
– When is the next GSS
satellite due for launch?
– -A>Á 2:F:E Á OBLAÁ LA>Á
+MKKB:GÁ ȧ Á :G=Á $M ;:G=Á
;>:FKÁ :G=Á Á >IMBN:E>GLÁ
transponders, which is cur
rently being built by ISS
+>KA>LG>N Á BKÁ L>GL:LBN>EQÁ
scheduled for launch in the
first half of next year.
– Will the launch of the
Yamal-401 have any impact
on GSS’ international
business?
– Yes, and a ver y strong
impact indeed. Once the
2:F:E Á BKÁ BGÁ HE:<>Á :LÁ
Á Á BLÁ OBEEÁ L:D>Á ͱN>JÁ
the entire load of the
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2:F:E ͭȡ Á OAB<AÁ OBEEÁ
then be moved much far ther
>:KL Á LͱÁ ͭÁ Á JͱFÁ LABKÁ
HͱBGL Á LA>Á 2:F:E ͭȡÁ OBEEÁ
cover the Far East, Nor th
ern China, the Korean Pen
BGKME: Á #:H:G Á :G=Á 'ͱJ LA>JGÁ
Pacific (busy maritime ship
HBG@Á JͱML>K Á >PL>G=BG@Á :KÁ
far as the US West Coast.
The steerable beam will be
pointed to Australia or some
other par t of the Pacific.
We will not see this sat
ellite from our telepor t
at Shchelkovo near Moscow,
so we’ll have to build new
T T&C facilities and telepor t
near Khabarovsk, which will
be a desirable addition to
our ground infrastructure.
– Did the recent failure of the
Russian Express-MD1 satellite
affect GSS in any way?
– -A>Á +MKKB:GÁ Á->E>NBKBͱGÁ :G=Á
+:=BͱÁ Á Jͱ:=<:KLBG@Á '>LOͱJDÁ
MK>=Á  ;:G=Á Á< :H:<BLQÁ ͱGÁ ,,Á
K:L>EEBL>KÁ FͱKLEQÁ 2:F:E ͬͬÁ
already in 2012, because the
+MKKB:GÁ ,:L>EEBL>Á ͱFFM
GB<:LBͱGKÁ ͱFH:GQÁ +,Á
was experiencing a capacity
shor tage.
0A>GÁ LA>Á PHJ>KK &ͰÁ
crashed at the beginning
ͱ?Á #MEQÁ ͬͭ Á O>Á O>J>Á
able to of fer extra capac
BL QÁ ͱGÁ LA>Á 2:F:E ͬͬ Á :KÁ
well as capacit y on our new
K:L>EEBL>KÁ 2:F:E ͭȡÁ :G=Á
2:F:E ͬ Á -ABKÁ O:KÁ GͱLÁ
>:KQÁ LA>Á  ;:G=Á ;>:FKÁ
on our satellites were
almost fully booked at the
time. It was hard work to
rearrange our capacit y.
The result is that GSS sat
ellites now accommodate
some additional digital T V
packages of the first mul
tiplex (we have 11 of them
GͱO Á :G=Á KͱF>Á J>@BͱG:EÁ - /Á
channel s. This has added
somewhat to our reve
nues, but earnings were
not our primar y concern
in this case. It was a task
of national impor tance, and
that means a lot to us. Tele
vision companies and the
government once again real
ized how for tunate it is that
we don’t have just one sat
ellite operator for the whole
countr y.
Fair competition is one
thing, but it’s also great to
have a backup for important
national projects.

